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Aerial Cities 

7 x 60’ 

EPISODIC BREAKDOWN 

 

1. New York 

There’s nothing like a day in the life of New York City, from above. Take a ride with the cameras of 
Aerial America as they soar directly over narrow Midtown towers that appear to defy gravity. 
Discover some of the surprising ways New Yorkers live, play, and work… from hundreds 
performing group yoga in Bryant Park, to thousands at play on the beach in Coney Island, to the 
subway yards that help keep New York City running and never close. Visit an FDNY training 
center on Randall’s Island as our cameras document New York’s bravest, cutting through rooftops 
and dangling over burning buildings. Aerial America captures the city a famous writer once called, 
“a magnificent jewel”, ablaze in the middle of the night... and the workers, some atop one of the 
tallest building spires in the world, laser focused on the job… helping improve the city they love. 
Marvel as tons of steel are hoisted hundreds of feet into the air, as workers inside massive tower 
cranes race to complete the 3 World Trade Center building in Lower Manhattan. Witness why 
America’s largest metropolis never stops working, running, or thrilling in Aerial America Cities 24: 
New York City!  

 

2. Miami 

From the bustling port that drives Florida’s economy, to the neon-lit clubs of Miami Beach that lure 
millions of tourists each year, to the fascinating story of how this southern city was founded, Aerial 
America: Miami 24 explores one day in the life of one of the most colorful and energetic cities in 
the nation.   

 

3. Las Vegas 

Soaring high above… there’s no better way to experience a day in the life of Las Vegas. Take a 
thrill ride with Aerial America cameras as they sweep over the multi-billion dollar real estate and 
glimmering neon lights that adorn Las Vegas Boulevard, famously known as the Strip. Discover 
the unique way this city works, plays and lives on and off the Strip… from the workers who risk 
their lives to keep up the city’s famous flash to specially trained scuba-diving engineers and a 
band of co-workers who rappel down sandstone cliffs... to relax. Before day’s end we’ll discover 
the massive structures that keep the driest city in America up and running and then watch the 
people play in it! Witness the delights in a place known for its thrilling nightlife and its inspiring 
natural wonders on Aerial America Cities 24: Las Vegas!   

 

4. Los Angeles 
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From spectacular wave riding and Venice Beach bodybuilders, to the nation’s largest urban oil 
field and America’s busiest port… from Hollywood backlots and a “Universal City” to “stacks” of 
traffic and impressive mountain peaks… Aerial Cities: Los Angeles explores everything that 
happens in a single day in the City of Angels… from the air!   

 

5. San Francisco 

Come explore the diverse geographic wonderland of the city of San Francisco and the surrounding 
Bay Area… a region that continues to beckon millions… from the wild days of gold rush fever to 
the restless entrepreneurship climate of today. See the region like never before… from high 
above… in Aerial Cities: San Francisco!    

 

6. Seattle 

It’s the shining beacon of America’s Pacific Northwest… Seattle. A city on a sound… built up by 
timber barons and the men and women who trekked here seeking jobs… and adventure. Now it’s 
home to a championship professional football team. The headquarters of innovative high tech and 
aerospace industries… and home to a diverse population of new adventure seekers who scramble 
up the region’s highest peaks, sail across its lakes in a frenzied boating competition known as 
Duck Dodge, and climb, hand over hand, up one of the city’s tallest spires… just to change a light 
bulb. Come visit where the air is just a bit fresher, the forests a shade greener, and where water 
abounds... it’s twenty-four hours above a city named after a legendary Chief… in Aerial Cities: 
Seattle!   

 

7. Chicago 

Experience a day in the life of the largest American city that towers over the Great Lakes… like 
never before. State-of-the-art aerial cameras orbit above the city of Chicago, and in a twenty-four 
hour period, capture the unique ways in which this city operates and thrives. From the window 
washers who dangle from one of the tallest skyscrapers in the Western Hemisphere, to cleaning 
crews on the ground who work hard, early every morning, to clean a city icon… from an operator 
who drives an elevated train toward the heart of downtown and into its unique “Loop” railway… to 
city river gardeners who work to beautify Chicago’s waterways… to the first responders who help 
keep Chicago safe, training on the lakeshore and in Lake Michigan itself. In the afternoon, our 
cameras catch up with a very special arrival at Chicago’s O’Hare International Airport… and that 
night… the city comes alive with music and performances in legendary stadiums and theatres. It’s 
a twenty-four journey over the city of Chicago… from high in the skies… in Aerial Cities: Chicago!   

 

 


